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 2 
Except for Edwin Taylor's USA income tax deductions, no one has made a single dollar on the 3 
second edition of Exploring Black Holes, now posted online for free download. All participated 4 
out of professional intellectual delight in developing the general relativity concepts of John 5 
Archibald Wheeler. 6 
 7 
Nandor Bokor helped to resurrect a stalled project. His deep understanding, love of the 8 
subject, and thirst for clarity informs every section of every chapter. Nandor instantly grasps 9 
each argument and moves seamlessly toward its optimum expression. He organizes and 10 
archives our dropsite versions. Generations of his students at the Budapest University of 11 
Technology and Economics have tried out endless revisions. 12 
 13 
Anyone who reads more than one paragraph of this book is deeply in debt to Luc Longtin. 14 
From the smallest typo, through physics errors, to recasting entire sections, Luc's comments 15 
and recommendations on literally hundreds of revisions shape what you read today. Along with 16 
Nandor Bokor, Luc serves as enforcer of our gradually-developing understanding of the radical 17 
difference between (arbitrary) global coordinates and the local inertial frames in which we 18 
make every measurement and observation and analyze it using special relativity. These two 19 
reviewers have helped to exterminate prohibited words that lack sufficiently precise definition 20 
for a textbook --- see the Glossary.  21 
 22 
William Ingham and students in his classes have laid us low and helped us up more times that 23 
we can count. In one of his classes, Michael Trop's advice motivated the huge question mark 24 
and exclamation point that label each objection/response, while Laura Simone's questions led 25 
to construction of the Personal Planetarium in Chapter 12.  26 
 27 
Chris Gould of North Carolina State University, among others, also relayed difficulties that he 28 
and more than one generation of his students found in our treatments. 29 
 30 
The Physics Librarian Tan-Qui Tran at the Massachussetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 31 
located original references beyond number, so that giants in the field are (often!) correctly 32 
acknowledged. 33 
 34 
John Rogosich of Techsetters, Inc. formatted our chapters without compensation from us, from 35 
MIT, or from any publisher. 36 
 37 
Peter Brown forced us to rethink just about everything more often than we wanted to. 38 
 39 
For many years, students in many classes in various colleges and universities read through 40 
sequential versions of this text, shared with us their detailed difficulties, and gave us advice. 41 
See "Only the Student Knows," American Journal of Physics, Volume 60, Number 3, March 42 
1992, pages 201-202. 43 
 44 
Ruth Chabay advised us to forget hard-copy book publishing and distribute our work from this 45 
free-download dropsite. 46 
 47 



More individuals than we can recall or reward helped us toward this current second edition of 48 
Exploring Black Holes. Rejoice in them as you read. 49 
 50 
                                                                          ---The authors 51 


